
RX-7 Adjustable Front 
Lower Control Arms

These Lower Control Arms (LCA’s) interchange exactly with the stock LCA’s. They allow the front camber to be changed
with minimum effort to improve handling and or tire wear, and also to correct chassis inaccuracies.

1. After raising the car and supporting it on jack stands, mark the underside of the tie rod adjustable sections to
identify their original positions. Also, measure and note the distance between the tie rod adjustment jam nuts. (This is
helpful information that will aid in approximating the toe-in setting.)

2. Preset the length of the new LCA’s. The shortest possible length is .5” shorter than stock to allow some positive
camber adjustability. A 1” change in length is approximately 2.5° camber. As an example, if the original camber was .3°
positive, and you wish it to be .5° negative (which is about the maximum negative camber you can use on the street
without getting excessive inside edge tire wear), then the total change desired is .3° positive + .5° negative = .8° change,
and .8° change x 1”/2.5° = .32” change.

Since the shortest length is .5” shorter than stock, you should adjust the LCA to a length .5” + .32” from the minimum
length. This is only a close approximation, and the actual camber must be checked after installation. Torque the adjustment
bolts to 25 ft#.

3. Replace the LCA's in accordance with the factory shop manual procedures.

4. To approximate the toe-in adjustment (which must be changed whenever the LCA length is changed, just add the
“LCA change” dimension (.32” in example) to the “distance between the tie rod adjustment jam nuts” measured in Step
(1). This new setting is close enough to allow the car to be driven safely to an alignment shop. Recommended toe-in
setting -0”.

INFORMATION: In general, street tires give increasing cornering power with additional negative camber up to a limit of 4°-
5° negative. These settings are not practical for street driving because of extreme tire wear, However, for those who wish
to occasionally get the maximum from their-car for a short time, it is possible to reset the camber-and toe-in for a week-
end Solo II or autocross, then change back to a “streetable” setting.
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